China has become the world’s largest bilateral creditor of developing countries.¹ This raises the question as to how China interacts with western-led multilateral institutions governing sovereign debt relief—namely the International Monetary Fund (IMF), which monitors countries’ financial balances, the World Bank, which regulates multilateral development financing to low- and middle-income regions, and the Paris Club, a forum for official bilateral creditors to coordinate collective debt restructuring.² Soaring global indebtedness in the era of the COVID–19 pandemic has put China on the front line of debt relief and has further increased the urgency for discussions around incorporating the emergent creditor in global debt governance.

Despite continuous efforts to engage China, hoping that it would conform to the existing rules of collective debt relief, multilateral institutions have not succeeded in shaping China’s behaviour. In 2016, when it hosted the G20 Summit in Hangzhou, China showed an interest in working further with the Paris Club, raising expectations that it might officially join the latter.³ However, it has not made any move in that direction since. In April 2020, against the backdrop of the pandemic, the G20 announced the Debt Service Suspension Initiative (DSSI) which deferred official debt service due by mostly low-income countries to December

* For this project, the author received funding from the National Social Science Fund of China’s Young Scientist Program (21CGJ004).


² The Paris Club is an informal group of official creditors mostly from industrialized countries engaged in negotiating bilateral debt restructuring. It has 22 permanent members, including Russia, Brazil and 20 members of the OECD.

³ The G20 leaders’ communiqué stated that the G20 welcomed ‘China’s continued regular participation in Paris Club meetings and intention to play a more constructive role, including further discussions on potential membership’. G20 Leaders’ Communiqué Hangzhou Summit, 4–5 Sept. 2016; Reuters reported that a high-level central bank official from China said China was considering officially joining the Paris Club. See ‘Zhongguo kaolv chengwei bali julebu zhengshi chengyuan—zhongguo yanghang guanyuan [China considers becoming an official Paris Club member, according to Chinese central bank official]’, Reuters, 4 July 2016.
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2020 and subsequently to the end of 2021. Six months later, the G20 launched the Common Framework for Debt Treatments, which would include China in collective debt relief alongside Paris Club creditors. Chinese government officials have repeatedly stated that China had extended significant volumes of debt suspension under the G20 frameworks. Yet multilateral institutions have viewed China’s response to the frameworks as rather ‘reserved’, constantly urging China to engage more and speed up in offering debt relief to developing countries.

Existing analyses have interpreted China’s behaviour in two ways. Some suggest China is free-riding on the international sovereign debt regime. When the same debtor owes multiple creditors, any of the creditors can benefit from the others’ debt relief and therefore has an incentive to free-ride. The Paris Club and the regulation of the Bretton Woods institutions (the IMF and the World Bank) serve as collective mechanisms to constrain such free-riding. In a sense, therefore, non-participant creditors could be said to be taking advantage of participants. Yet this interpretation does not specify the different debt-relief approaches favoured by distinctive creditors, which are crucial in understanding their (non-)participation in existing frameworks. A second interpretation is that China is contesting the rules set up by advanced industrial economies, practising an idiosyncratic means of debt relief which differs from that practised by traditional creditors. Specifically, through collateralized lending, which western official bilateral creditors do not normally offer, Chinese banks are implementing a so-called ‘debt-trap’ diplomacy, securing natural resources (as collateral) and gaining political leverage over debtors, thereby increasing China’s global influence. Yet collateralized lending is a common practice in commercial banking and China’s banks are not the first to practise it. This points to the necessity of further discussing how emergent and traditional creditors treat sovereign debts differently.

This article advances existing discussions by drawing a historical parallel between China’s current debt-relief approach and the United States’ as well as the multilateral institutions’ approach to debt relief during and after the debt crisis of the 1980s. The crisis four decades ago is relevant for two reasons. First, the current rules, norms, and practices of the international sovereign debt regime took form as the traditional creditors’ response to global indebtedness beginning in the 1980s. Second, as the analysis below will illustrate, Chinese policy-makers have specifically looked into this historical episode and have attempted to draw lessons from the experience of the traditional creditors. Examining the history is therefore crucial in understanding the current wave of developing-country debt restructuring.

Through a comparative lens, the article finds that towards the end of the 1980s the US transitioned from employing a new-money approach—the continued refinancing, rescheduling and restructuring of existing projects—to a haircut approach, reducing the principals of loans; around the same time, western public creditors and multilateral institutions also started to shift gears and became increasingly receptive to debt forgiveness. Meanwhile, China primarily employs a commercially oriented new-money approach. The emergent creditor, therefore, has been revitalizing an approach that was once common practice for western private banks, thereby weakening the international sovereign debt regime that took shape from the late 1980s.

The article makes empirical, conceptual, and policy contributions. First, it offers a detailed account of how China and traditional creditors conduct debt relief similarly/distinctively, demonstrating and characterizing two approaches. The finding that China’s current approach is much the same as that employed by western private banks in the 1980s challenges prevailing perceptions that China contests the West with its sui generis practices.

Second, the empirical analysis advances the conceptualization of Chinese development finance and adds nuances to the discussion on how China’s rise affects western-led international orders and global governance. Despite state ownership, China’s main financiers follow a commercial rationale—averse to haircuts subsidized by fiscal revenue and preferring to employ market instruments to resolve debt issues. China’s rise, therefore, is revitalizing old western practices rather than simply challenging western-led rules.

Third, the article sheds light on ongoing policy discussions around the challenges of incorporating China into a collective debt-relief mechanism. While traditional creditors perceive China’s policy banks as equivalent to western official bilateral creditors, and therefore have urged China to offer more generous debt treatments, this article reveals the commercial rationales underlying the banks’ operating mechanisms, thus making sense of China’s cautious attitude towards western-led debt relief frameworks.
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The sections below proceed as follows. The first section discusses existing interpretations of China’s interplay with multilateral institutions on sovereign debts. The second section examines the debt-relief approaches employed by the US and multilateral institutions in response to the debt crisis four decades ago. Focusing particularly on the debate between a new-money approach and a haircut approach, the section illustrates a major transition in global debt governance since the late 1980s. The third section scrutinizes how China has conducted a commercially oriented new-money approach that resembles the old practices of western private banks and the impact of such Chinese practices on the multilateral institutions. The last section concludes with a discussion of the potential changes in China’s debt-relief approach.

China’s rise and the global governance of sovereign debt relief

The impact of China’s rise on the global governance of sovereign debt relief has drawn increasing attention as China has become a major creditor to developing countries. Discussions have arisen as to how China interacts with western-led multilateral institutions, namely the IMF, the World Bank and the Paris Club. Some observers have suggested that China is free-riding on the international sovereign debt regime, which entails collective mechanisms which restrain creditors from taking advantages of one another’s debt relief.\(^\text{11}\) The Paris Club, for example, requires its member states’ official bilateral creditors to share credit information and decide debt relief jointly; the IMF and the World Bank’s regulation constrains commercial creditors from free-riding on multilateral institutions’ debt relief.\(^\text{12}\) This view explains why any non-participant might be reluctant to join in collective debt relief, but does not specify the different debt-relief approaches favoured by distinctive creditors, which are crucial in determining creditors’ (non-)participation in existing frameworks.

Other observers suggest that China has been contesting the existing rules of global debt governance by practising its distinctive means of debt relief, seeking to be a rule-maker rather than a rule-taker.\(^\text{13}\) This view falls under the broader narrative that China’s ‘illiberal’ rise in the twenty-first century has challenged a rule-based liberal international order led by the US.\(^\text{14}\) Evidence of this line of argument includes, for instance, the inclusion by Chinese banks of ‘No Paris Club’ clauses in their contracts. These clauses stated that debts owed to China should be treated


\(^{13}\) Rieffel, \textit{Normalizing China’s relations}; Huang and Niu, ‘How China lends’.

\(^{14}\) See, for example, Jessica Chen Weiss and Jeremy L. Wallace, ‘Domestic politics, China’s rise, and the future of the liberal international order’, \textit{International Organization} 75: 2, 2021, pp. 635–64, https://doi.org/10.1017/S002081832000048X.
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separately from those owed to Paris Club creditors. Moreover, Chinese banks sometimes request the borrower to pledge future receivables (such as raw materials export revenues) as repayment for loans, which might enable China to jump the ‘seniority queue’ of repayment vis-à-vis traditional creditors. Prevailing policy analyses highlight the geopolitical implications of such collateralized lending, viewing it as China’s ‘debt-trap diplomacy’. This view assumes that China is seeking to seize resources and gain political leverage over developing countries. Nonetheless, collateralized lending is a common financial practice in commercial banking, and China’s banks are not the first to practise it. Developing countries have had decades of experience collateralizing resources to acquire loans from traditional creditors: indeed, this was one of the factors leading to the debt crisis of the 1980s. This points to the necessity of further examining how China—if it is creating its own rules and practices—differs from western creditors in terms of their approaches to debt relief.

Literature examining the developing-country (notably Latin American) debt crises of the 1980s has characterized and contrasted a new-money approach and a haircut approach to debt relief. The former involves continued refinancing, restructuring and rescheduling schemes for existing projects. The underlying logic is that, given more time and money, indebted countries would eventually correct their finance and repay their debts. The latter approach—also referred to as debt reduction, debt cancellation, debt forgiveness, write-offs or write-downs—implies a partial or complete reduction in the principal of loans. The underlying logic is that creditors benefit from some level of reduction in the face value of existing loans if the borrower owes too much debt, or, to use Krugman’s words, if the borrower is on the wrong side of the ‘debt Laffer curve’. Debt forgiveness by official bilateral and multilateral creditors has, however, been controversial, as the practice involves state intervention—the use of government revenue (through budgetary allocation or member states’ donations) to bail out business-oriented financing in debtor countries. That said, and as is demonstrated in greater detail in the next section, there was a clear shift in the mainstream debt-relief approach

15 Anna Gelpern, Sebastian Horn, Scott Morris, Brad Parks and Christoph Trebesch, How China lends: a rare look into 100 debt contracts with foreign governments (Peterson Institute for International Economics, Kiel Institute for the World Economy, Center for Global Development and AidData at William & Mary, 2021).
16 Gelpern et al., How China lends.
17 Chellaney, China’s debt-trap diplomacy.
towards the end of the 1980s, during which time the US and the global governance of sovereign debt relief transitioned from opposing any form of reduction to embracing debt forgiveness.\textsuperscript{22}

Emergent empirical research indicates that China has demonstrated a preference for a commercially oriented new-money approach over an interventionist haircut approach, despite the fact that the major Chinese banks are state-owned. China has written off zero-interest foreign aid loans capitalized by government revenue, which account for a rather small portion of its overseas development finance, but insists on not writing off bank loans, which represent the vast majority; while it has frequently restructured loans, it has rarely made changes in interest rates or reduced their principal.\textsuperscript{23} China’s debt-restructuring practices appear to coincide with those of private creditors, focusing more on flow treatments than on significant principal reduction.\textsuperscript{24} These recent findings accord with emergent findings about China’s overseas lending which highlight a commercial rationale underlying the operating mechanisms of China’s state banks. The banks have supported not only the state’s policy imperatives, but also Chinese firms’ pursuit of commercial interests.\textsuperscript{25} They have employed various financial instruments to increase the creditworthiness of projects, allowing the latter to be funded in a market-based way.\textsuperscript{26} As well, they view cyclical downturns as a chance to gain cheap assets and exploit long-term business opportunities.\textsuperscript{27}

This article advances emergent study of China’s development finance by demonstrating and conceptualizing a ‘commercial rationale’ reflected in the state banks’ debt-relief mechanisms, contributing to the broader discussion on the role of the state in China’s political economy.\textsuperscript{28} Instead of writing off debts, which would involve direct state intervention—bailouts with government revenue—Chinese state banks prefer to use market engineering in resolving debt issues. This


\textsuperscript{28} Barry Naughton and Kellee S. Tsai, State capitalism, institutional adaptation, and the Chinese miracle (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2015); Yongnian Zheng and Yanjie Huang, Market in state: the political economy of domination in China (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2018); Tobias ten Brink, China’s capitalism: a paradoxical route to economic prosperity (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2019).
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conceptualization adds nuances to the discussion on the interplay between China and western-led rules: rather than contesting the ‘liberal’ international rules with ‘illiberal’ practices, China has in fact been revitalizing the old practices of western private banks, thereby weakening the current international sovereign debt regime that has taken shape since the late 1980s.

Towards debt forgiveness: a transition in global debt governance

For decades, western creditors preferred refinancing, rescheduling and various market-based schemes (such as securitization, buy-backs, and debt-equity swaps) for developing-country debt relief. They did not widely accept write-offs until around 1989, after years of policy debate on the Latin America debt crisis. The US’s response to the crisis went through three overall phases: concerted lending in 1982–84, with the IMF mobilizing commercial banks to continue financing existing debts; the ‘menu approach’ in 1984–88, with creditors employing market instruments to restructure debts; and the Brady Plan in 1989–93, which entailed a major shift towards debt forgiveness.29

The Latin American debt crisis began in 1982 with Mexico’s inability to repay its debt to US commercial banks, which had loaned massively to developing countries in the 1970s. Against the backdrop of the oil shocks, oil-exporting countries such as Mexico collateralized resources to borrow from the international capital market and finance domestic industrial development, which resulted in an accumulation of large volumes of unsustainable debt. In response to Mexico’s moratorium, the IMF guided commercial banks to reschedule repayment of principals and to refinance for interest payments. Debt distress in the early 1980s was mostly perceived as a liquidity problem. The idea was that debtors would eventually be able to make repayments if they were given more time and money. However, the IMF-guided involuntary lending did not increase the commercial banks’ voluntary lending. A sense began to emerge that a departure from this approach was needed. In 1984, plans incorporating debt reduction instead of further financing began to circulate outside the US government.30

Yet the US government did not immediately switch to debt forgiveness; it remained opposed in the mid-1980s to any debt-relief scheme that would involve direct reduction. Treasury Secretary James Baker, who took office in 1985, proposed a reinforcing strategy of concerted lending, dubbed the Baker Plan. This set goals for private banks’ new lending and called for long-term structural reforms in debtor countries.31 Around the same time, a more market-based approach to debt relief—the ‘menu approach’—emerged. Incorporating a menu of financial options such as debt-equity swaps, securitization and buy-backs, this approach offered possibilities to resolve debt issues without reduction. Mexico, Brazil, Chile, and Argentina instituted debt-equity swap programmes. In 1986/87,

29 See, for example, Aggarwal, Debt games, pp. 361–75.
31 Cline, International debt reexamined, p. 208.
the notion that financial engineering could solve debt problems dominated policy discussions.32

Yet the combination of continued new lending and the market-based schemes did not alleviate Latin American indebtedness. In February 1987, Brazil, then the largest Latin American debtor, announced an indefinite suspension of interest payments which it owed to foreign lenders.33 Brazil’s moratorium stimulated a series of reactions in the market. In May 1987, Citibank of the US increased its loan loss reserves for developing-country loans, and many other private banks soon followed, signalling that the overall level of debt distress was not improving. Meanwhile, novel market-based schemes continued to emerge. In December 1987, the Morgan Guaranty Trust Company offered banks with outstanding loans to Mexico the opportunity to exchange loans for discounted bonds, for which repayment was insured by the US Treasury’s zero-coupon bonds.34 The Morgan–Mexico deal was a step closer to debt reduction, as it was both market-based and interventionist. On the one hand, it involved a loan-to-bond conversion; on the other hand, the Treasury’s credit enhancement ensured investors’ confidence in buying those bonds. This scheme became the basis for the Brady Plan.

In March 1989, the new treasury secretary, Nicolas Brady, proposed a debt-relief approach differing significantly from its predecessors, which had been based on the expectation that all bank loans would be repaid on market terms. The Brady Plan called for haircuts by commercial banks combined with loan-to-bond conversions and financial support from the IMF/World Bank; the menu of options offered in the plan included discount bonds, par bonds, debt-equity swaps, buy-backs and new loans.35 Mexico was the subject of the first Brady-style restructuring in 1989, in which commercial banks were offered three options: 1) converting loans into newly issued 30-year bonds, the principal of which would be discounted (also known as discount bonds); 2) converting loans into bonds with the same face value as the loans (par bonds), which paid interest at a discounted rate; or 3) issuing new loans to Mexico in the ensuing four years to the extent of 25 per cent of their total medium- and long-term exposure to Mexico. Under the first two options, Mexico’s repayment of the Brady bonds would be guaranteed by zero-coupon bonds issued by the US Treasury. Mexico’s purchase of the zero-coupon bonds would be supported by IMF/World Bank funding and held in escrow.36 In other words, the Bretton Woods institutions and the US Treasury backed the commercial banks’ loan-to-bond conversions.

Existing analyses have offered several explanations as to why the US shifted its debt approach in the late 1980s. Major factors are thought to include 1) the collapse of oil prices, which constrained borrowers from obtaining more oil-backed loans; 2) the bargaining strategies of borrower countries—Mexico’s president—

32 Krugman, Enders and Rhodes, ‘LDC debt policy’, p. 698; Cline, International debt reexamined, p. 212.
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elect Carlos Salinas de Gortari negotiated for debt reduction; and 3) the new US Treasury team’s pursuit of a debt approach that differed from its predecessor’s. Regardless of which factor(s) directly caused the transition, the formal recognition of debt reduction as an essential part of the US’s debt-relief approach was an outcome of a difficult and gradual process fraught with debate. Private creditors opposed haircuts, as they did not wish to bear the losses, and yet continued financing had failed to alleviate the debt distress. The US government’s intervention was crucial in facilitating a compromise between the commercially oriented banks and the indebted countries, as the government’s official enhancement of the creditworthiness of the Brady bonds ensured full payment of the bonds upon maturity, making the plan more palatable for the banks.

Around the same time, official bilateral creditors which had been restructuring developing-country debts through the Paris Club forum also realized that the new-money approach was not going to solve problems in their essence, and began to undertake a series of changes. Haircuts by official bilateral creditors have always been controversial, as they are essentially bailouts capitalized by the fiscal revenue of the creditor governments, which use aid budgets to cover losses incurred by national export credit agencies. Yet the late 1980s witnessed the Paris Club’s acceptance of debt forgiveness. In October 1988, Paris Club creditors agreed to implement the Toronto terms, which introduced, for the first time, a partial cancellation of debts owed by the most heavily indebted countries. The inclusion of the Toronto terms was a turning point in the Paris Club’s history, as it began the forum’s transition from a debt collector to a relief provider. Up to that point, the Paris Club had been solely implementing the ‘Classic terms’, under which loans were rescheduled at appropriate market rates. In the 1990s, the Paris Club went on to adopt the Houston terms (1990), the London terms (1991), the Naples terms (1994), and the Lyon terms (1996), increasingly raising the level of generosity of debt treatments and expanding the pool of debtors eligible for the concessional terms.

Multilateral financial institutions—the most senior creditors, which are supposed to be the last to write off debts—have also been transitioning towards acceptance of debt forgiveness since the 1990s. In 1996, the IMF and the World Bank launched the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) Initiative, which offered debt reduction to more than 30 IDA-only countries. Pressure from civil society organizations advocating poverty reduction—namely Oxfam, the

---

37 Cline, International debt reexamined; Aggarwal, Debt games.
39 Brynildsen, Exporting goods or exporting debts?
42 Club de Paris/Paris Club, ‘Historical development’.
43 ‘IDA-only countries’ refers to countries that are eligible to borrow from the International Development Association (IDA) of the World Bank, which offers multilateral development finance with the highest level of concessionality to developing countries.
European Network on Debt and Development (Eurodad), and Jubilee 2000—catalysed this shift. In 2005, the Bretton Woods institutions created the Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative to further facilitate the HIPC. Under this framework the IMF, the World Bank and the African Development Fund would offer grants or reduction on eligible debts for countries completing the HIPC process. In 2006 at the 50th anniversary of the Paris Club, Stanley Fischer, the governor of the Bank of Israel and former first deputy managing director of the IMF, said, ‘For many years the Paris Club protected the senior status of the IMF and the World Bank, and did not request any debt reduction on their part. The logic of this approach was quite simple: generally the Fund and the Bank provided new money. This principle has now been breached’.

Alongside the change in the multilateral institutions’ debt-relief approach, there emerged an *ex ante* deterrence mechanism of global debt governance, which constrained private creditors’ new lending to existing debtors. Grants and debt forgiveness by public creditors and multilateral institutions—which are essentially funded by tax revenues of creditor/contributor governments—incentivize private creditors to free-ride, or, as the World Bank put it in 2006, ‘cross-subsidize lenders that offer non-concessional loans’. In 2005, to discourage imprudent finance and limit free-riding, the IMF and World Bank introduced a new Debt Sustainability Framework, which disciplined low-income countries’ borrowing by assessing their debt sustainability and setting up debt-burden thresholds. In 2006 the World Bank introduced the Non-Concessional Borrowing Policy, which disciplined IDA countries’ borrowing from commercial creditors by regulating the allocated volumes/terms of assistance to these countries.

One result of this IMF/World Bank-led deterrence mechanism was that private banks began to limit their non-concessional finance for development-oriented projects in low-income countries, as they would otherwise be violating the rules. In fact, ever since the late 1980s western private banks had been embracing a novel form of finance in the developing world. The Brady Plan incentivized them to purchase government bonds instead of offering direct loans, which facilitated the rise of an emerging-market bond market.

---

48 Helleiner, ‘Filling a hole’.
50 World Bank Group, *IDA countries and non-concessional debt*.
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China’s approach: state creditors with commercial rationales

While the post-transition global debt governance constrains commercial lending in low-income countries, China has been addressing this gap since the 2000s. By 2021, China held more than 40 per cent of low-income countries’ total official bilateral debts worldwide (table 1).

Table 1: Public and publicly guaranteed debt stocks of low-income countries by 2021, in US$ million

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>World</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>China as % of world</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Official creditors</td>
<td>117,635.50</td>
<td>21,771.60</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilateral</td>
<td>66,765.10</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>50,870.40</td>
<td>21,771.60</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private creditors</td>
<td>21,801.70</td>
<td>2,214.90</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bondholders</td>
<td>5,822.70</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial banks</td>
<td>15,979.00</td>
<td>2,214.90</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


China’s bilateral development finance is generally provided by one of three sources: 1) the China International Development Cooperation Agency (CIDCA),\(^{52}\) the country’s official aid agency, 2) two policy banks, the Export-Import Bank of China (China Exim) and the China Development Bank (CDB), and 3) large state-owned commercial banks such as the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, Bank of China, and the China Construction Bank.\(^{53}\)

CDB and China Exim have been China’s primary global creditors. Between 2009 and 2017 their total overseas lending amounted to US$30 billion–$70 billion per year,\(^{54}\) much larger than China’s government foreign aid (bilateral grants and interest-free loans), which came to just $1.8 billion–$3.0 billion per year between

\(^{52}\) CIDCA was established in 2018. Before that, the Chinese government’s foreign assistance was mainly coordinated by the Ministry of Commerce.

\(^{53}\) Chen, ‘Beyond donation’.

\(^{54}\) The policy banks do not disclose their lending volumes on an annual basis. This estimate comes from Rebecca Ray and Blake Alexander Simmons, ‘Tracking China’s overseas development finance’, Boston University Global Development Policy Center, 7 Dec. 2020. *Almanac of China’s Finance and Banking* (Beijing: China Financial Publishing House, 2005–2015), which is published annually by China’s central bank, records that the CDB’s annual foreign-currency loan issuance grew from $2.6 billion to $82.5 billion between 2003 and 2013; China Exim’s annual total loan issuance grew from $8.3 billion to $150.5 billion between 2004 and 2014. Official data for subsequent years have not been disclosed.
2009 and 2019.\textsuperscript{55} Despite state ownership, policy banks raise funds primarily through issuing bonds on the capital market or drawing deposits from their clients, and do not receive regular budgetary funding from the Chinese government.\textsuperscript{56} Only a trivial proportion\textsuperscript{57} of China Exim’s concessional loans were subsidized by budgetary revenue.\textsuperscript{58} Chinese state-owned commercial banks have had increasingly important roles in overseas finance, and yet their total outstanding loan balances in foreign currencies by 2019 were still much smaller than those of the policy banks (see figure 1).\textsuperscript{59} China has written off government-funded foreign aid loans, which accounted for a relatively small proportion of its total overseas development finance, but not loans capitalized by the state banks, which comprised the vast majority.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|}
\hline
Type of finance & Agency & Source of funding \\
\hline
Foreign aid: grants and interest-free loans & China International Development Cooperation Agency & Government budgetary revenue \\
Policy-bank lending & China Development Bank & Self-raised funds \\
& Export-Import Bank of China & Self-raised funds; government subsidy for concessional loans \\
Commercial bank lending & Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, Bank of China, China Construction Bank, among others & Self-raised funds \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Types of Chinese bilateral development finance by agency and funding source}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{57} According to Almanac of China’s Finance and Banking (2005–2015), the portion of subsidized government concessional loans was no more than 4% of China Exim’s total lending in 2004–14.
\textsuperscript{59} The state-owned commercial banks do not disclose their overseas lending volumes on an annual basis. AidData compares China’s policy bank lending and commercial bank lending in 2000–2017: see Malik et al., \textit{Banking on the Belt and Road}, p. 26. Almanac of China’s Finance and Banking (2020) records the medium- and long-term foreign-currency loan balances of major banks, which is an approximation of their overseas finance volume: see figure 1.
Chinese policy banks continue to strongly resist debt reduction, much as the western private banks did in the 1980s. Debt policy debate in response to the COVID–19 pandemic reflected this stance. In 2020 Hu Xiaolian, then president of China Exim, stated publicly that ‘debt suspension … is neither debt reduction nor debt forgiveness. One should not take the opportunity [of the pandemic] to harm China’s interests and take advantage of China’.\(^{60}\) While the World Bank sought to bring the CDB into the DSSI in 2020, China argued that the bank was a commercial lender and therefore should not be included.\(^{61}\) In fact, the ‘commercial aspect’ of the two policy banks, especially the CDB, is often highlighted in a Chinese context. Some Chinese scholars even argued that the CDB was ‘in essence a commercial bank’.\(^{62}\) This stance differs starkly from the ‘common knowledge’ (which took shape in the post-1980s era) that official bilateral creditors should provide generous debt treatments.

The policy banks’ aversion to debt reduction and the Chinese government’s endorsement of this preference can be traced back to the banks’ inception—they were products of China’s market-oriented financial reforms. China’s Reform and Opening-up was launched in 1978 with a state-dominated credit allocation system, under which the People’s Bank of China, the country’s only ‘bank’ at that time, directed the financing for almost all economic activities.\(^{63}\) Since then, the state has

---


\(^{62}\) Huang and Niu, ‘How China lends’.

\(^{63}\) Franklin Allen, Jun Qian and Meijun Qian, China’s financial system: past, present, and future, 2005.
created financial agencies and employed market instruments to capitalize industrial development.\textsuperscript{64} Between 1979 and 1984, China established or revitalized four specialized banks to fund different areas of economic activity. In 1988 six specialized investment companies were established to undertake the state’s investments in key industries. Although the initial objective of these institutional creations was to alter the means of credit allocation from spending to lending and investment, thereby making the use of state capital more efficient, the specialized financial agencies failed to distinguish policy-serving projects from commercially oriented ones, and consequently generated large amounts of non-performing loans (NPLs) owed by state-owned enterprises (SOEs) of strategic industries. To solve this problem, the government established three policy banks—the CDB, China Exim and the Agricultural Development Bank of China— to take over responsibility from the four specialized banks for policy-serving projects. This was meant to allow the specialized banks to focus solely on commercially oriented projects and to operate in a financially sustainable way. The specialized banks henceforth became state-owned commercial banks. The specialized investment companies were incorporated into the newly established CDB. From the beginning, a major task of the development bank was to clear up the inherited NPLs.\textsuperscript{65}

China’s approach to resolving the NPLs was not debt forgiveness, but market engineering. In 1999, the government initiated a process of downsizing the NPLs of SOEs, establishing four financial asset management companies (FAMCs)—Cinda, Orient, Great Wall and Huarong—to practise debt-equity swaps. Assuming NPLs from their original creditors, the FAMCs became the equity holders of domestic industrial projects associated with the debts,\textsuperscript{66} and were allowed to transfer or resell the equity shares to other investors, including the original SOEs.\textsuperscript{67} In 1999, Cinda acquired RMB 60.8 billion NPLs from the CDB, becoming the equity holder of the projects of 165 SOEs.\textsuperscript{68} The CDB practised debt-equity swaps with its remaining RMB 75.5 billion NPLs, mostly owed by China’s major industrial champions. Some of the SOEs refused to make repayments, hoping that the CDB would eventually write off their debts—after all, it was a ‘state bank’. Yet the CDB declined to take a haircut. By 2003, the bank had filed lawsuits with respect to 202 projects, collecting RMB 1.895 billion from companies that had planned to repudiate their debts.\textsuperscript{69} Between 1997 and 2003, its NPL ratio (the proportion of NPLs in its total lending) fell from 42.65 per cent to 1.34 per cent.\textsuperscript{70} The CDB was

\textsuperscript{69} China Development Bank, China Development Bank History, p. 94.
\textsuperscript{70} China Development Bank, China Development Bank History, p. 500.
very proud of its achievements in using market instruments to downsize NPLs, and was generally considered the most successful of the three policy banks in this respect. Partly because of its progress in pursuing financial sustainability, the CDB now constitutes a distinctive category in China’s financial regulatory system, being categorized as a ‘development-oriented financial institution’, as opposed to the other two policy banks, which are categorized as ‘policy-oriented financial institutions’.

Unlike the CDB, China Exim receives budgetary revenue to subsidize its small share of concessional lending and is therefore considered less ‘commercial’. Its status as an official bilateral creditor participating in the DSSI is clear. Yet, like the CDB, China Exim has undertaken strenuous efforts to reduce its reliance on the government’s fiscal assistance. In 2006, China Exim began to undertake what it called ‘self-run’ (as opposed to ‘state-run’) business, under which interest rates were determined by the market instead of being subsidized by government revenue. This has allowed the bank to use profits gained from commercially viable projects to cover losses from policy-serving, less profitable ones. In 2008, China Exim became profitable for the first time. Now non-subsidized self-run business accounts for the dominant share of the bank’s total business. Indeed, the mainstream narrative of China’s financial development in the post-1978 era has been ‘marketization’. All state banks—including policy and commercial banks—and major SOEs needed to lower their reliance on budgetary revenue for their operation. Resolving insolvency through fiscal bailouts would therefore be against the operating rationale of the state banks—which are seeking to enhance their financial sustainability—and would be reversing the process of China’s state-led marketization.

China’s approach to domestic local governments’ debt insolvency has demonstrated a similar commercial rationale. Since the late 1990s the CDB has increasingly become a major financier of Chinese local governments’ infrastructure projects. Assisting them in creating local government financial vehicles (LGFVs), the CDB collateralized local governments’ future land and fiscal revenues, enabling them to leverage state-owned assets and borrow not only from the bank per se but also from various financial agencies operating within China’s domestic capital market. Large volumes of collateralized lending, however, resulted in soaring LGFV debt (or implicit local government debt) in the 2000s. The debt expansion accelerated after the global financial crisis which began in 2007, as the Chinese government initiated a RMB 4 trillion fiscal stimulus package to revive

---


73 The debts are ‘implicit’ because they are calculated as debts of local government financial vehicles, whose relations with local governments remain ambiguous.
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economic growth, incentivizing banks to lend massively. Expanding LGFV debt has spurred years of policy debate and adjustments of the extent to which local governments can use financial instruments to fund infrastructure development, as China’s policy-makers seek to control debt levels and insolvency rates on the one hand and maintain economic growth at local levels on the other.

In 2014, China passed a revised Budget Law, which notably gave local governments the power to issue bonds. This opened up a channel for local governments to swap LGFV debts with local government bonds and continue borrowing from the domestic capital market, as Chinese commercial banks purchased most of the bonds. In addition to expanding into new sources of finance, local governments and LGFVs have proactively sought debt restructuring with their major creditors. As the main financier of many infrastructure projects, the CDB has played a leading role in coordinating creditors. Perhaps one of the most frequently reported cases of debt restructuring on the part of the CDB concerned the highway projects of Shanxi Transportation Holding Group, an LGFV based in Shanxi province. In 2019, the CDB syndicated with several large commercial banks and collectively swapped the LGFV’s RMB 233.7 billion debts for longer-term loans with lower interest rates. The same financial scheme was implemented in the debt restructuring of LGFVs in Hubei and Gansu provinces in 2020. The logic behind these swaps was the same as had underpinned US banks’ debt-relief approach in the early 1980s—with more time and money, debtors would eventually be able to repay their loans. Despite rising suspicion and criticism that these swaps would only postpone the problem, not resolve it, a haircut approach has not yet been practised. After all, the objective of creating LGFVs was to employ a market-driven means to fund projects that fiscal revenue could not fund alone, thereby accelerating local economic growth. Debt write-offs, which would involve bailouts capitalized by budgetary revenue, contradicted the fundamental rationale of China’s domestic development finance.

The policy banks’ international financial activities have reflected the same rationale. As described above, perhaps China’s most controversial practice was its collateralized lending to developing countries. Cases discussed in depth have included the CDB’s oil-backed loans to Venezuela from 2007 and China Exim’s oil-backed loans to Angola from 2004. On the one hand, China’s overseas collat-
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eralized lending is an extension of its domestic finance—the CDB had rehearsed the same scheme with Chinese local governments’ projects, starting from the late 1990s, before practising it abroad in the 2000s. On the other hand, the collateralized lending reflects how China could potentially emulate international practices. Japan, for example, offered China oil-backed loans in the 1970s to finance the development of oilfields in north-east China, providing insights for China on how such a financial scheme might be practised; memoires published by Chinese government officials in Angola indicated that it was the host government, which had been collateralizing oil exports to obtain international finance long before Chinese banks arrived, that had introduced the loan-for-oil scheme. Indeed, resource-rich countries in Africa and Latin America have widely practised collateralized lending in order to borrow from western commercial banks. Regardless of whether China was emulating its international predecessors or globalizing its domestic practice, offering collateralized lending in the current era has made the policy banks distinctive, as western private banks generally downsized their collateralized lending to developing countries after the transition of the late 1980s.

Another distinctive feature of the policy banks has been their new-money approach to developing-country debt relief. For example, Venezuela has experienced difficulties in repaying some of its oil-backed debts to the CDB since the death in 2013 of its incumbent president, Hugo Chávez, and the domestic political vicissitudes which ensued. The Chinese creditors did not exit the market immediately, but continued extending new loans to Venezuela until 2017, and offered several moratoriums for the repayment of principal. These debt treatments were both a result of the Venezuelan government’s bargaining for China’s continued financial and political support and a reflection of the policy banks’ preference for debt relief, which was based on the assumption that money and time would resolve the liquidity problem. Kaplan and Penfold view policy-bank loans as patient capital with a long-term horizon, although they believe continued refinancing has ensnared the banks in a ‘creditor trap’.

Similarly, China has continued offering new money to Sri Lanka, the location of the highly controversial Hambantota Port project. Financially supported by China Exim in the 2000s, the port is often cited as evidence of China practising ‘debt-trap’ diplomacy. In 2017, China Merchants Group, a large Chinese SOE, acquired partial ownership of the port project from the Sri Lanka Ports Authority. The equity investment brought in $1.12 billion in cash that allowed the Sri Lankan...
government to repay some of its debts to non-Chinese creditors. During the COVID–19 pandemic, China signed an agreement in March 2020 that the CDB would offer Sri Lanka a $500 million financing facility. The Sri Lankan Department of External Resources announced in April 2021 that the $500 million would be disbursed within a very short time-frame. In August 2021, the CDB signed another credit agreement with the Sri Lankan government, this time for RMB 2 billion. In July 2022 the Washington Post reported that Sri Lanka had received $3 billion in ‘easy credit’ from China in 2020 to help with repayments of its existing loans. The rationale behind China’s new money is reminiscent of arguments made in the early 1980s. In an interview with the author, a policy bank official described the current global indebtedness as ‘essentially a problem of liquidity’, much as the Latin American debt crisis was perceived four decades ago.

Yet the details of Chinese new money are often not disclosed. The degree of concessionality of such capital therefore remains unknown. Moreover, Chinese banks tend to assess the creditworthiness of projects rather than that of the sovereign borrowers, and partly because of this they do not require that debtor countries undertake economic reforms to receive financial support. This means that if it is not sufficiently concessional, the Chinese new money would weaken the current debt surveillance mechanism led by the Bretton Woods institutions, which assesses and monitors sovereign borrowers’ creditworthiness and indebtedness, and places a ceiling on non-concessional borrowing to control the free-riding of commercial creditors.

Conclusion and outlook

Contrary to prevailing assumptions, China’s state banks prefer a commercially oriented new-money approach relying on market engineering over an interventionist haircut approach involving fiscal bailouts. Through such an approach, China is not simply contesting western-led rules, but is rather revitalizing the former practices of the West and thereby weakening the international sovereign debt regime that took shape since the late 1980s, when traditional creditors—first private banks and then official bilateral and multilateral creditors—increasingly became more accepting of debt forgiveness.
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Meanwhile, China has come to a watershed in practising the new-money approach, facing a scenario parallel to one its predecessors once faced. Deteriorating debt distress in developing countries and increasing numbers of requests from debtors to renegotiate contracts have pushed China to a point where it has to consider the same questions that traditional creditors struggled to answer before they made their transition: whether new money would eventually lead to solvency and whether haircuts are indispensable for alleviating debt distress.

Recent policy discussions seem to hint at a further drop in the volume of new Chinese overseas lending, which has been shrinking since around 2017. At the third symposium of the Belt and Road Initiative, in late 2021, President Xi Jinping encouraged Chinese enterprises to prioritize projects that are ‘small and beautiful’, control risks more cautiously, and avoid going to ‘chaotic and dangerous places’. Similarly, China’s central bank suggested in 2022 that collateralized lending to projects with ‘risk–profit mismatch’ should be discouraged, to prevent excessive collateralization by debtors. These statements indicate that in the future China is likely to offer fewer loans to support large-scale projects with high risks, and will instead finance smaller projects with greater social impact.

At the same time, China has shown a greater willingness in working with traditional creditors on resolving global debt issues recently than it has in the past. In mid-2022 China and France co-chaired meetings of Zambia’s official creditor committee under the Common Framework to discuss debt restructuring, which has been interpreted as a positive signal that China is collaborating with traditional creditors in setting a model for debt relief, although whether China would offer to let its banks take haircuts—and, if so, to what extent—remains unknown.

Indeed, Chinese policy-makers and think tanks are well aware of the historical episode of the late 1980s in which the traditional creditors changed from a new money to a haircut approach to debt relief, and have discussed how China might learn from the US’s experience of the Brady Plan to tackle its own current challenges. Nevertheless, most of the ongoing discussions have primarily underscored the market-oriented side of the Brady Plan—i.e. in terms of the loan-to-bond conversions, rather than interventionist debt reduction.

In 2021, Zhou Chengjun, director of the Finance Research Institute of China’s central bank, proposed a ‘Shanghai model’ of debt relief. Recognizing the Brady Plan as a ‘successful experience’ that converted Mexico’s debts into liquid bonds guaranteed by the US government, Zhou argued that China can employ the same approach. That is, debtor governments buy bonds issued by the Chinese govern-
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ment and mortgage these bonds to issue offshore renminbi bonds on the international market. As a financial hub, Shanghai should play a leading role in facilitating the loan-to-bond conversions and the internationalization of the renminbi. Yet, Zhou explicitly excluded the haircut approach entailed in the Brady Plan: ‘Although debt reduction can largely shape China’s image as a responsible, major global player, it often leads to big losses and even generates a moral hazard—debtors may refuse to make repayments if they know our position [that we may write off their debts]’.94

In April 2022, China’s leading think tank, the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), proposed a similar mechanism centring on debt-to-bond conversions. Under the proposal, multilateral financial institutions (for example the IMF) offer concessional financing to debtors; debtors use such financing to purchase zero-yield Chinese government bonds or policy-bank bonds; the zero-yield bonds serve as collateral, against which debtors issue offshore renminbi bonds on the international market; debtors then swap their old loans owed to Chinese banks with capital raised through bond issuance.95 Like Zhou’s proposal, CASS’s proposal underscored that haircuts would incur a moral hazard, and that market-based debt-to-bond conversions would alleviate debt distress while maintaining a certain level of liquidity, making China’s lending structure more transparent and advancing renminbi internationalization.

These policy suggestions indicate that even if China worked more closely with traditional creditors and departed from a new-money approach, it might not embrace a haircut approach immediately, nor conform to the existing rules of the international sovereign debt regime. China’s ‘free-riding’ on the regime might in part explain this, as the functioning of the proposed solutions requires financial support from multilateral financial institutions for the purchase of government-guaranteed bonds. Yet the commercial rationale underlying Chinese banks’ operating mechanisms that makes them averse to haircuts is likely to be more important. Debt reduction by state banks, which requires bailouts funded by fiscal revenue, is mostly contrary to the market-oriented rationale that has undergirded China’s economic transition in the post-Reform and Opening up era. Established for the resolution of financial issues for which the state’s fiscal allocation is insufficient, China’s state banks naturally prefer market engineering to government bailouts in clearing NPLs and do not wish to reverse the progress they have made in recent decades. In other words, although China’s weakening of the current international sovereign debt regime is likely to decelerate as it offers less non-concessional finance to debtors, China is unlikely to conform completely to the rules established by multilateral financial institutions since the late 1980s.

Western policy-makers will therefore have to be patient in engaging major Chinese creditors—especially the CDB—in collective debt mechanisms. While
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China may continue to cancel interest-free loans capitalized by government revenue, it will remain hesitant to write off state-bank loans, which make up the vast majority of China’s overseas development finance. It took western creditors over three decades of struggle, fraught with policy debates and controversies, to accept debt forgiveness as a mainstream approach to sovereign debt relief. As a latecomer to global debt governance, China is likely to adopt a stance of extreme caution in making a parallel transition.